AEC Europe – Press Release, September 21, 2016 – Munich, Germany.

AEC and RAM brand: 66th IAA Commercial Vehicles Show in
Hannover, Germany
AEC supports the RAM brand by providing its RAM 1500 Quad Cab Sport for the FIAT
Professional Stand at the 66th IAA Commercial Vehicles Show in Hannover, Germany - world's
leading trade show for transport, logistics and mobility with a total of 2,013 exhibitors from 52
countries.
The white AEC RAM 1500 Quad Cab Sport debuts today 21st September 2016 at FIAT
Professional Stand, among other FIAT Trucks brands.
20 years of trusted expertise in importing American vehicles in Europe, homologation and a wide
range of services tailored on the European end-customer needs made AEC the obvious partner
of choice of this important process and event. The Quad Cab Sport comes with 5,7L V8 Hemi
engine with 8-speed automatic transmission and air suspension. For this show, AEC equipped it
with MOPAR black tubular side steps, toolbox and AEC exclusive PRINS LPG system.
Due to its unparalleled capabilities both as lifestyle and work truck with up to 3,500 kg towing
capacity, air suspension and remarkable payload paired with high-end features, the RAM 1500
has rapidly gained popularity in Europe. The pick-up is available through AEC dealer network,
with full warranty up to 48 months or 150,000km.
About AEC
AEC is an authorized importer for the brands DODGE and RAM in Europe, in cooperation with
Fiat-Chrysler Automobiles US LLC. Since 2011, AEC has been developing a dealer network that
currently includes over 150 dealerships across the continent. AEC supports 300 points of sale
and provide a wide range of services, as per instance the full warranty. For further information
visit: http://www.aecorp.com/en
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